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Abstract

The Petlyuk or fully thermally coupled distillation arrangement has the ability to separate
a ternary feed into three pure products with an energy consumption 20-30% below con-
ventional arrangements. The most interesting realisation is the dividing wall column
(DWC). The Petlyuk arrangement has typically 5 degrees of freedom: Boilup rate, reflux
rate, side-stream rate and split ratios above and below the dividing wall. In order to
achieve the potential savings in practice, the column has to be carefully controlled. 
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1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to present the general
minimum energy solution for nonsharp product splits
for the integrated Petlyuk distillation column shown in
Figure 1, and to discuss important aspects of operation
of such columns. 

The configuration in Figure 1 has five degrees of free-
dom after the level control loops in the top and bottom
are closed. These are the main column reflux ( ), boi-
lup ( ) and the sidestream flow rate (S) which are
used for product composition control, plus the reflux
and vapour flow in the prefractionator, represented by
the split ratios (Rl,Rv). The latter two degrees of free-
dom are here used for minimizing the energy
requirement. 

Several authors (Fidkowski and Krolikowski 1986,
Glinos et. al. 1989, Carlberg and Westerberg 1989)
have presented expressions for the minimum energy
solution for sharp product splits, and have pointed out
that the minimum energy solution will be along a line segment in a plane spanned by the
two selected degrees of freedom. With optimal values of these two degrees of freedom,
the energy requirement for the Petlyuk arrangement is typically 30% lower than in con-
ventional column sequences. 
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Figure 1: The integrated Petlyuk 
arrangement for separation of 
ternary mixtures
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It turns out that the inpurity specification for the sidestream product has a significant
impact on the optimality region and thus on how the remaining two degrees of freedom
should be used. We will show that the optimality region in the case of a nonsharp side-
stream specification is extended from a line segment to a quadrangle-shaped region, with
a width given by the sidestream purity only. The detailed deduction is given in the thesis
by Halvorsen 2001, Chapter 9.

Wolff and Skogestad 1995, Morud and Skogestad 1994 also discussed the operation of the
Petlyuk arrangement when both the light and heavy sidestream impurity are specified.
This may in fact lead to infeasible operation for certain selections of the split ratios. 

2. The Basic Methods

The analysis and presentation is based on the Vmin-diagram which is based directly on
Underwood’s equations for minimum energy for infinite number of stages (Underwood
1945-1948). Halvorsen and Skogestad 2003abc show how to apply these methods for
minimum energy calculations for directly coupled arrangements. Here we give a brief
review of the most important issues.

2.1. The Underwood Equations

The actual Underwood roots in the top ( ) and bottom ( ) of a two-product column are
defined by the following relationships between the vapour flow (V) and the net component
flows (w, defined positive upwards) through a cross-section in the top (T) and in the bot-
tom (B) of the column.  is the relative volatility referred to the least volatile component.

, and  (1)

The common Underwood roots ( ), that characterize the minimum energy operation are
obtained by solving the equation which arises when we subtract the equations above. 

(2)

Here the feed composition (z) appears since: . The minimum
vapour flow when root k is active ( ), is then:

, and  (3)
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2.2. The Vmin-Diagram

Figure 2 illustrates a Vmin-diagram for a
given ternary feed mixture (ABC) in a
two-product column, e.g. for the prefrac-
tionator (C1) in Figure 1. We use the top
vapour flow (VT) and the net product
split (D/F) as degrees of freedom. The
peaks represent minimum energy for
sharp split between A/BC (PAB) or AB/C
(PBC). Sharp split between A/C require
operation above the V-shaped PAB-PAC-
PBC, with minimum vapour flow at the
preferred split (PAC). In the triangular
regions under the “mountain”, a set of
components AB, ABC or BC may be dis-
tributing to both products, and in each of
these regions the active Underwood roots
will be the ones between the relative volatilities of the distributing products. Above the
“mountain”, V>Vmin, only one component may distribute and there are no common
Underwood roots. 

2.3. The Optimality Region for Sharp Product Splits

Somewhat surprisingly, the minimum boilup solution for the arrangement is not unique,
and the optimality region is the minimum boilup region in the space spanned by the two
remaining degrees of freedom, here chosen as the net flow leaving the prefractionator and
the vapour flow in the prefractionator ( ). As shown by Fidkowski and Kro-
likowski 1986, and revised in the Vmin-diagram in Figure 2, the optimality region for the
Petlyuk arrangement is when the prefractionator is operated along the line segment (PAC-
Pbal). The extent is determined by different peaks, which indicates that minimum vapor
flow is different in the top and in the bottom. Detailed derivation is found in Halvorsen
and Skogestad 2003ab.

3. Non-Sharp Product Specifications

3.1. Relation Between Compositions, Flows and Recoveries

We choose to specify the products by the composition of the main component in each of
the three product streams; at the top (D), at the side (S) and in the bottom (B)
( ) (note that when B is used in subscripts, the first position refer to com-
ponent and the second to product or section). In normal operating regions, ( ),
and ( ). In the sidestream, we may have both light ( ) and heavy ( )
impurities. Since , we only need one of the sidestream impurities
in addition to the three main specifications to determine the product streams uniquely. We
here choose to use  as a free variable. The overall material balance gives:
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Figure 2: The Vmin-diagram. The distributing 
components and the active Underwood roots are 
indicated in each region.
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(4)

Observe that the product specification matrix  for sharp product splits, and this
gives a particular simple solution: .

For use of Underwood equations for directly coupled sections it is convenient to use net
component flows (w). These are found easily when the product flows and compositions
are known:

  (5)

3.2. Minimum Vapour Flow for Non-Sharp Product Specifications

As shown in Halvorsen and Skogestad 2003bc for the 3-product Petlyuk column, and for
the general M-product case, the minimum vapour flow for the Petlyuk column is the same
as the maximum of the minimum energy required for any pair of product splits in a binary
column. This is also valid for the nonsharp product splits between D/SB and DS/B.

(6)

Expressed by the Underwood roots:

= (7)

=  (8)

However, since we only specify the main components in each of the three products, the
impurity specification in the sidestream, here represented by , is a remaining degree
of freedom. Thus, in general the solution to (6) has to be minimized with respect to :

(9)
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We illustrate the behaviour of the minimum energy operating points in Figure 3. Note that
 is minimized for  and  is minimized for

 which is the same as .

For the case in Figure 3, we obviously have > .
This implies that the requirement in C22 controls the overall requirement, and the solution
to (9) is found when  and  We classify this as
solution Case 1, and one characteristic is that we have only the heavy C component as
impurity in the sidestream at the optimum.

Similarly, when the peak PAB is significantly higher than PBC, we will have an optimal
solution with only light A impurity in the sidestream (Case 3). We may only get a solution
where the optimum is obtained for a combination of A and C impurity in the sidestream
when the peaks are of similar height (Case 2). 

These three cases are equivalent to similar cases for sharp product splits, and we summa-
rize the characteristics of the possible solutions:

1. C22 controls: = >  for 
 and 

2. Balanced:  = =  for

 and 

3. C21 controls: = >  for

 and 

3.3. Do not recuce purity specification to save energy

Note that the reduction in energy requirement when impurity is allowed in the products is
almost linearly dependent of the impurity specifications, and that we do not obtain much
energy saving by reducing the purity requirements. 
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Figure 3: Behaviour of 
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The Vmin-diagram for a 
given feed. The plot 
shows the solution of a 
typical Case 1 where 
column C22 controls 
the overall requirement 
in the Petlyuk column.
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Example:  for sharp product splits where the feed is given by: 
,  and . For 99% sidestream purity in 

the sidestream, the requirement is reduced by just 1.0% to . Simi-
larly, For 99% purity in all products, we obtain 1.6% reduction, to 

.

Since energy savings in Petlyuk columns typically are in the range of 20-30% compared
to conventional arrangements, the further reduction due to impure product specifications
will be insignificant and we will not recommend to use non-sharp specifications to save
more energy. On the other hand, requirements to an optimal operation strategy is strongly
affected by non-sharp product split specifications. This is because operation outside the
optimality region may easily lead to losses comparable to the whole potential savings.
High purity specification results in a narrow optimal operating region (the line segment),
while low purity specification allow operation in a wider region (a quadrangle) which may
be simpler to stay within. This is very important both when regarding the complexity of
the column design and the required control system.

3.4. The Optimality Region

During operation of the column, the two remaining degrees of freedom (DOF) determine
the actual operating point. The optimality region are all the possible operating points
which results in minimum energy consumption as given by equation (9). For sharp prod-
uct splits, the optimality region is the line segment PR in Figure 2. For nonsharp splits it
is shown in Halvorsen 2001 that the line segment PR opens up to a quadrarangle as illus-
trated in Figure 4. The width between the lines P1-R1 and P2-R2 is mainly determined by
the sidestream impurity. The impurity in the top or sidestream has minor impact. The
extent P-R is quite similar to the sharp-split case, and is mainly determined by the differ-
ence in vapour requirements in the top and bottom of the main column.

3.5. Optimality region and the complete solution surface

We here introduce the split ratios as an alternative set of degrees of freedom: liquid split
 and vapour split . We will now discuss the solution

surface  for nonsharp product splits, and infinite number of stages.
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In Figure 5a we show the optimality region for 97% purity in all three products. Feed data
is , , , . The total number of stages

, distributed in the individual sections as  and
. This is in practice “infinite” number of stages for

this separation task.

Figure 5a shows contour plots for  at 0.05%, 5% 10% and 15% above .
Observe that the optimality region computed for infinite number of stages (dashed) fits
the 0.05% contour very well. This is a practical confirmation of the theoretical results.

We may compare with the corresponding sharp split case, shown in Figure 5b. The non-
sharp solution surface is wider, not only at the optimality region, but at every contour of
constant vapour flow. Thus for a given inaccuracy in implementation of the optimal
degrees of freedom, it is more likely that there is a lower loss in the nonsharp case. How-
ever, the energy consumption increases rapidly outside the optimality region in both
cases, so we still have to pay attention to setting the split ratios at proper values. We also
clearly observe the same characteristic main “corners” for the non-sharp case, but not the
corner “lines” has been “widened”.

4. Conclusions

For high purity products the optimality region is a line segment in the plane spanned by
the remaining two degrees of freedom when three have been used for product composition
control. Non-sharp products bring new dimensions to the optimality region. In particular
when we allow for an impure side-stream, optimal operation is achieved in a wider quad-
rangle-shaped region as opposed to the line segment. In this paper we present analytical
expressions for minimum energy and the detailed boundaries of the optimality region for
any purity specification. A practical consequence is that it is normally simpler to operate
a Petlyuk column (or a DWC) with an impure side-stream. The result can also be used to
diagnose operation where it seems difficult to obtain high side-stream purity and at the
same time obtain the theoretical energy savings. 
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